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Abstainer. A weak man who yields to the temptation of denying himself a pleasure.
- Bierce, Ambrose

The best thing to do with the best things in life is to give them up.
- Day, Dorothy

All philosophy lies in two words, sustain and abstain.
- Epictetus

In order for the light to shine so brightly, the darkness must be present.
- Devito, Danny

A wounded deer leaps the highest.
- Dickinson, Emily

A man is a god in ruins.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

Failure is success if we learn from it.
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- Forbes, Malcolm S.

Life is a series of experiences, each one of which makes us bigger, even though
sometimes it is hard to realize this. For the world was built to develop character, and we
must learn that the setbacks and grieves which we endure help us in our marching
onward.
- Ford, Henry

Every adversity, every failure, every heartache carries with it the seed of an equal or
greater benefit.
- Hill, Napoleon

The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and
convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.
- King Jr. Martin Luther

First say to yourself what you would be; and then do what you have to do.
- Epictetus

We cannot always control our thoughts, but we can control our words, and repetition
impresses the subconscious, and we are then master of the situation.
- Shinn, Florence Scovel
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You must begin to think of yourself as becoming the person you want to be.
- Viscott, David

Pain is inevitable, suffering is optional.
- Casey, M Kathleen

The truest help we can render an afflicted man is not to take his burden from him, but to
call out his best energy, that he may be able to bear the burden.
- Brooks, Phillips

We can't help everyone, but everyone can help someone.
- Scott, Dr. Loretta

What sunshine is to flowers, smiles are to humanity. These are but trifles, to be sure; but,
scattered along life's pathway, the good they do is inconceivable.
- Addison, Joseph

One of the sanest, surest, and most generous joys of life comes from being happy over
the good fortune of others.
- Rutledge, Archibald

When you've got something to prove, there's nothing greater than a challenge.
- Bradshaw, Terry
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Life's challenges are not supposed to paralyze you, they're supposed to help you discover
who you are.
- Reagon, Bernice Johnson

Chance can allow you to accomplish a goal every once in a while, but consistent
achievement happens only if you love what you are doing.
- Conner, Bart

Every person, all the events of your life are there because you have drawn them there.
What you choose to do with them is up to you.
- Bach, Richard

Other people's opinion of you does not have to become your reality.
- Brown, Les

What we call the secret of happiness is no more a secret than our willingness to choose
life.
- Buscaglia, Leo

Choose your love, Love your choice.
- Monson, Thomas S.
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Those who attain to any excellence commonly spend life in some single pursuit, for
excellence is not often gained upon easier terms.
- Johnson, Samuel

It is those who concentrates on but one thing at a time who advance in this world. The
great man or woman is the one who never steps outside his or her specialty or foolishly
dissipates his or her individuality.
- Mandino, Og

Conformity, humility, acceptance... with these coins we are to pay our fares to paradise.
- Lindner, Robert

To rejoice in another's prosperity is to give content to your lot; to mitigate another's grief is
to alleviate or dispel your own.
- Edwards, Tryon

Content makes poor men rich; discontentment makes rich men poor.
- Franklin, Benjamin

Be happy with what you have and are, be generous with both, and you won't have to hunt
for happiness.
- Gladstone, William E.
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Live to learn, learn to live, then teach others.
- Horton, Doug

No man is an island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the
main.
- Donne, John

Fashion your life as a garland of beautiful deeds.
- Buddha

Happy is the man whose deeds are greater than his learning
- Midrash

The condition of an enlightened mind is a surrendered heart.
- Redpath, Alan

There is no chance, no destiny, no fate, that can hinder or control the firm resolve of a
determined soul.
- Wilcox, Ella Wheeler

A man is not old until regrets take the place of dreams.
- Barrymore, John
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Help others achieve their dreams and you will achieve yours.
- Brown, Les

Dream manfully and nobly, and thy dreams shall be prophets.
- Bulwer-Lytton, Edward G.

If one has not given everything, one has given nothing.
- Guynemer, Georges

The purpose of education is to replace an empty mind with an open one
- Forbes, Malcolm S.

Teaching is the greatest act of optimism.
- Wilcox, Colleen

You are today where your thoughts have brought you; you will be tomorrow where your
thoughts take you.
- Allen, James

Success is a journey not a destination. The doing is usually more important than the
outcome. Not everyone can be Number 1.
- Ashe, Arthur
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